APA is the most commonly used style
to publish research findings in the
social sciences (history, anthropology,
psychology, etc.) It has guidelines for
citing references within papers,
creating a reference list, and preparing
the layout of a paper.
Acceptable abbreviations
ed.
edition
Rev. ed.
Revised edition
2nd ed.
second edition
Ed. (Eds.) Editor (Editors)
Trans.
Translator(s)
n.d.
no date
p. (pp.)
page (pages)
Vol.
Volume (as in Vol. 4)
Vols.
Volumes (as in Vols. 1-4)
No.
Number
Pt.
Part
Tech. Rep. Technical Report
Suppl.
Supplement

Hanging Indent (Word Documents)
Highlight what you want indented
Go to the menu at the top of the page
and select “Format” Then select
“Paragraph” Go to the box marked
“Special” Under the pull down menu
choose “hanging” click on “OK”
Hanging Indent - Google DOCs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1QGAEu5JjHNHZMzmwtnXstgYOuZnjCQRFoCnwp7
M_OsA/edit?usp=sharing

Help is Available
American Psychological
Association. (2010). Publication
Manual of the American Psychological
Association. Washington, DC:
American Psychological
Association
Hacker, D. & Sommers, N. (2012). A
Pocket Style Manual. Boston:
Bedford/St. Martin’s.
OWL at Purdue: Online Writing Lab
includes an APA formatting guide with
many examples of in-text and reference
citations
owl.english.purdue.edu

Guide to
APA
Citation
Style

APA Style: Official website for APA
offers tutorials and a helpful style blog for
tough questions http://www.apastyle.org

American Psychological
Association

Ask a Librarian for assistance!

2017-2018
D’Arcy McNickle Library
library.skc.edu
58138 Hwy. 93
P.O. Box 70
Pablo, MT 59855-0070
Circulation Desk 406-275-4875
FAX 406-275-4812

Personal Communication
may be private letters, memos, email,
telephone conversations, interviews, etc.
information that is not archived.

T.K. Lutes (personal
communication, April 18, 2001)

“Because they do not provide recoverable data,
personal communications are not included in the
reference list.”

Periodicals
(published on a regular basis)
General reference form:
Author, A.A., Author, B.B., & Author,
C.C. (year). Title of article. Title of
Periodical, xx, pp-pp. doi:xx.xxxxxxxxxx
Herbst-Damm, K.L., & Kulik, J.A.
(2005). Volunteer support, marital status,
and the survival ties of terminally ill
patients. Health Psychology, 24, 225-229.
doi:10.1037/0278-6133.24.2.225

DOI (Digital Object Identifier)
If no DOI is assigned and you retrieved it
from the internet use the home page URL.

Audiovisual Media
For a music recording:
Writer, A. (Copyright year). Title of
song [Recorded by B.B. if different from
writer]. On Title of album [Medium of
recording: CD, record, cassette, etc.]
Location: Label.(Date if different from
song copyright date)

Video

American Psychological Association
(Producer). (2000). Responding
therapeutically to patient expressions sexual
attrition [DVD]. Available from http://
www.apa.org/videos/

Single episode from a
television series

Blog Post

Egan, D. (Writer). & Alexander, J.
(Director, (2005) Failure to communicate
[Television series episode]. In D. Shore
(Executive producer). House. New York,
NY: Fox Broadcasting.

PZ Myers. (2007, January 22). The
unfortunate prerequisites and
consequences of partitioning your
mind [Web log post]. Retrieved from
http://scienceblogs.com/
pharyngula/2007/01/
the_unfortunate_prerequisites.php

Books

Video blog post

Author, A.A. (1967). Title of work.
Location: Publisher.
Additional authors use APA manual-ask a staff member

REFERENCE LIST
Provides the information necessary
to retrieve each source. Include the
sources that you use in your
research and preparation
Double spaced
Hanging indent
Do not include personal
communications
(Cite personal communication in text only)

Norton, R. (2006, November 4). How
to train a cat to operate a light switch
[Video file]. Retrieved from http://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Vja83KLQXZs

In Text Citation
References in APA publications are
cited in text with an author-date
citation system and are listed
alphabetically in the reference list.
Text citation and references are
identical in spelling of author names
and year.
Kessler (2003) found that among
epidemiological samples

